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Abstract 
 

Now a days, Cloud Computing Technique that can use effective service 

whenever/wherever and get rid of the division of each source is soaring. However, in the 

Cloud Computing environment which all informations are centered, there is no sufficient 

method for users to access data safely when accesses. In this paper, guaranteeing 

technique of service quality which decides to use or not to use on proper data after 

checking the information about service quality that is evaluated by users themselves who 

have experienced accessing data before they received the data which the company 

provided when they access data is proposed. The proposed technique can be guaranteed 

the data integrity when user accesses data by tieing users who access data as hash chain, 

and the trust on data access by making users manage the security of data on data access 

not companies. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Recently, a computing environment that can use dada load, network, contents using, 

and IT related service through internet server, cloud computing, is making an issue of new 

trend. Clouding computing saves information in internet server permanently, in the client 

like desk top·tablet computer, notebook computer, netbook, smart phone temporarily, all 

information of user, and can use the information whenever/wherever through IT 

equipments[1,2]. 

But there are a lot of issues to deal with when the existing computing environment is 

converted into cloud environment, mostly the security problem. Because cloud computing 

service allocates and manages separate source to protect data the stability is getting higher 

than personal management. But they should give up the right to control on sensitive data, 

and also if any accident happens the damage can be serious. Therefore, there is a problem 

of company secret and personal privacy[3,4]. 

Generally, a company and person using cloud computing can reduce a lot of cost like 

update, server set-up and purchase, software purchase, system managing cost, and time 

and manpower. Also it can contribute to reducing energy. If user saves data in pc it can be 

lost. However, in cloud computing, because data is saved in outer server it can be stored 
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securely, can overcome the problem of storage limit, and can look at or modify personal 

data whenever/wherever. But, if the server is hacked, personal information can be spilled. 

And if server disorder happens, users can not access to data. Specially, in the case of 

company, there happens monetary problem because of information spill or damage so that 

some people avoid cloud computing. 

In this paper, guaranteeing technique of service quality which decides to use or not to 

use on proper data after checking the information about service quality that is evaluated 

by users themselves who have experienced accessing data before they received the data 

which the company provided when they access data is proposed. The proposed technique 

can be guaranteed the data integrity when user accesses data by tieing users who access 

data as hash chain, and the trust on data access by making users manage the security of 

data on data access not companies. 

The composition of this paper is like this. In the chapter 2, we research the 

mainstream of cloud computing and security demand. In the chapter 3, we propose 

guaranteeing system of service quality that can access to data which is provided by 

companies securely by adapting hash chain into user verifying. In the chapter 4, we 

analyze the proposed system, and lastly make a conclusion in the chapter 5. 
 

2.  Related Workds 
 

2.1   Cloud Computing 
 

Cloud computing is a technique which provides plural datacenters that are in different 

location after unifying those by virtual technique[1]. Datacenter means a place that 

gathers various computing sources as users pc or server gathering. It is user centered 

computing environment that can performs work by driving applications like web browser 

through multiple devices like personal computer and mobile after saving programs or 

documents in to huge computer which can access to internet[2]. 

We can find datacenter showing great computing capacity in the example of grid 

computing but there is difference between grid computing and cloud computing. The 

method to process distribution tieing computers as one computer is grid computing, but 

cloud computing is more personalized as a method to provide gathered computing 

resource to people who need properly[5]. 

Until now, Google DOCs(Google), Work Space(Microsoft), Acrobat.Com(Adobe) 

provide cloud computing service. Users request service through service catalog that is 

provided by service provider in cloud computing. System management module of service 

provider gives resource through virtural server network on this request. Users doesn't 

know the details like how the service is provided, where their data and information is 

saved, or which server is used. They only to use the service.Users can use high quality 

service and performs the task that is needed high capacity computing resource and mass 

storage through internet if they have a device that can calculate and access to internet[2]. 
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Fig. 1. Cloud Service Network 

Cloud computing classifies the characteristic of itself as service oriented, extendability and 

elasticity, sharing, real consumption estimate, internet technique. First, 'service oriented' means 

that in person or company person who consumes and creates IT resource, and owns it as a personal 

asset and operates it Second, scalability means solidity of service construction that react to scale 

change and elasticity means agility of service providing which reacts pattern change and the 

amount of service. Third, Sharing means a form of consumption that a person or an organization 

owns IT assets not personally but jointly, and this features that leads an effect to bring 

standardization and optimization of asset application while unifying isolated and various 

calculational sources as logically unique sources. Forth, measurement of real consumption means 

measuring real consumption as a concept of IT source accurately as much as possible by separating 

charge of necessary IT source and investment cost on manufacturing facility of IT source to be able 

to using IT source of consumer goods method. Fifth, internet technique needs standardized infra 

which is connected whenever and wherever IT source is needed to be used as consumer goods. 

And the best effective method to realize is adapting technical standard related to internet infra 

which prevailed all over the world[6-10].  

2.2 Security Issue of Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing doesn't own IT source and has a form of outsourcing partially or mostly. And 

then it has a secure problem. The security issue of cloud computing can be separated as a personal 

view and view of company[2]. 

2.2.1 Personal user's view 

Personal users features that they prefer free service and use E-mail, blog, community, up-loading 

pictures and files, and sharing service. The security issues in personal user's view are like; 

∙ Leaking of personal information  

∙ Surveillance on individuals  

∙ Processing of economical purpose in personal information  

2.2.2 View of company users 

Company users wants to be provided IT assets which they own as a form of cloud but they don't 

want share their data with others. Company users are of a mind to pay cost if security and stability 

are served. Sometimes they run it directly as Private Cloud. The security issues that company users 

worry are; 

 

∙ Suspension of service 

∙ Damage of company information 

∙ Leaking of company information 

∙ Leaking of client's information 

∙ Obedience of law/regulation 

∙ Action to e-discovery 

 

Like those above, demands of personal users and company users on security of cloud computing 

are different. Personal users emphasize anonymity while company users emphasize compliance. 

3 Design of guaranteeing system of service quality through the verifying users 

In this chapter, guaranteeing system of data access service quality which can manage 

authentication of quality about data and guarantee the stability on data access by users not 
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company gathering users with hash chain to get services with data company provides securely 

when users access to data is proposed.  

3.1   System Structure  

Management server performs a role to save and manage the quality information about data which 

tries to access to database when a user accesses data. Service provider performs a role to guarantee 

security on data access. Also, management server performs a role to save data access information 

and authentication information on user. User performs a role to access data after requesting it to 

company through user device like PC(Personal Computer). WAP proxy gateway provides WTLS 

in wireless area and SSL in wired area to provide traffic security based on WAP(Wireless 

Application Protocol). Contents server provides contents management and service to provide data 

which users select to users. 
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Fig. 2. System structure of proposed system 

Users performs authentication of their device and users through data quality information saved in 

the database and authentication information saved in authentication server to be supported by data. 

When it happens, device authentication process is not performed when user gets data in content 

server after user information and data quality information are saved and renewed in database. 

Content service prevents from illegal users using user's authentication number through 

communication device authentication server. User supports service after certificating user in 

content server after requesting service to content server. 

 3.2   Notations  

Notations to use in the proposed technique is defined in Table 1. 
Table 1.  Parameters  

Notations Explanations 

U User 

PK Public Key 

NX Random number created by X 

Cert Certification 

KSH Public key pre-shared between user and content server 

KUS Secrete Key of users 

h() One-way hash chain 

E(X, D) Encrypt of D by X 

MACX(D) Mac of D by X 

3.3   User access control by hash chian 

Proposed technique to control user's data access using hash chain performs analysis and 

comparison process between user information served in authentication server by random number 

and Pseudo random number in content server. At this time, public key algorithm is used to 

guarantee security of information transmitted to content server.  

The proposed technique assumes that users and content server share pre-agreed public key KSH 

User sends equation 1 which includes user's random number(random number NU, certification 

Cert) to content server using public key KSH. 

 

                 E(PKCS, NU), MAC (KSH, NU, Cert)                  (1) 

 

Content server receives permission information of authentication server by delivering random 

number NCS which is created by itself and Authentication State Information(ASI) to 

authentication server. The information that is delivered to authentication server adapts user's 



secrete key KUS that is enrolled beforehand to authentication server and random 

number(NU,NCS) to one-way hash function for user to get data access. 

 

         E (PKCS, NU, NCS), h(MAC(KUS, NU, NCS, ASI), Cert)          (2) 

 

Authentication server renews user's authentication state information(ASI) of content server by 

delivering ASI to content server after verifying user's authentication state information saved in 

database. Content server checks out user's service request state based on ASI of user that is 

renewed. If user's service request and user's ASI in content server don't match, user's request is 

ignored.  

3.4   Data Quality Information Management 

Content server that confirms data quality information which is about to be saved in management 

server from certification server performs user's access confirmation. User enrolls user's 

certification number and device serial number to management server beforehand to get data. After 

confirming the user's information enrolled to management server beforehand, service is provided 

through content server. If user's state information is changed, it should be approved by server. If 

not, service is not available. User gets service approval/denial massage after delivering 2bit(16bite) 

authentication packet information along with service request massage to authentication server and 

content server like figure 3.  
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Fig. 3. Authentication Packet Information 

 

Authentication packet information of figure 3 consists of 2bit authentication state, 1bit service 

quality state, 1bit server approval, 4bit user's authentication number, 8bit device serial number, and 

etc. 2bit authentication state information represents access approval information about data line 

from management server to content server. For example, if authentication state is 10 and 01, user's 

information enrolled in authentication server is searched with keyword and then if sever approval 

information is state of 1 user's information is requested to confirm the reliability. Service quality 

approval uses 1 bit as an information to decide data quality served by content server. If service 

quality information is 1, data service is good. If it is 0, data service is bad. This information is 

managed by user who get data service and decides whether data access is available confirming this 

information by user when accessing to content server. Content manager doesn't have authority to 

access to this information and do the content management. Server approval is an information to 

decide whether approve or not after getting user's information and it uses 1bit. User's 

authentication number and device serial number is pre-enrolled information in authentication 

server and only user knows it. Device serial number has the only number. 

4   Conclustion 
In this paper, hash chain based service quality guaranteeing technique which users can access to 

data securely and control data access of users who use cloud computing in company efficiently. 

Even though the early authentication for accessing to cloud system is nomarly made by the 

company which provides the service, service quality information for data access is performed by 

user who already provided data access service. So access using data can be decided by users. The 

proposed technique has advantages to guarantee reliability on data access by managing security of 

data on data access by users not company and integrity of data when users access data by users 

who access to data tied by hash chain. In the further research, system capacity will be evaluated by 

adapting proposed technique to the system. 
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